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Initial Question: Is the Government of South Africa slowing down on its initiatives to acquire land rights from white owners for the purpose of redistribution because of the narrative of white genocide within their agricultural sector?

Rephrase: Is the Government of South Africa slowing down on its initiative to acquire the total area of land rights from white owners to redistribute to non-white recipients because of the growing narrative of white genocide within the agricultural sector?

**Why Questions**

1. Why would the Government of South Africa decelerate its process of acquiring the total area of land rights by the state from white owners to non-white recipients because of the narrative of white genocide?
2. Why would a false narrative such as white genocide come at a time when South Africa’s government is seeking to redistribute the land?
3. Why aren’t governmental officials and/or leaders of the state seeking to absolve such a narrative so that land rights can transfer from white owners to non-white recipients?

**Synthesize**

Why are the officials and leaders of the Government of South Africa decelerating its process of acquiring the total area of land right by the state from white farm owners to non-white recipients due to the narrative of white genocide?

**Broad Questions**

1. Are SADC governments failing to meet their strategic goals of redistributing land and transferring land rights from white owners to non-right recipients due to the narrative of white genocide in the agricultural sector?
2. Is the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform slowing down its initiative to transfer the total area of land rights to the state from white owners to non-white recipients due to the narrative of white genocide?

**Redirected Questions**

1. What will the government officials do to speed up acquiring the total area of land and redistributing it after the narrative of white genocide dies down?
2. With the Landform Act outlining an acquisition of the total area of land rights and transferring white ownership to non-white beneficiaries, is it possible if white owners are unwilling to give up their land?

**Narrow Questions**

1. If redistribution and acquiring total land area fails to go through, will the government of South Africa have to restructure its policies and plans?
2. Is the Government of South Africa facing the harsh effects of the apartheid with the narrative of white genocide, thus causing a deceleration of acquiring total area by the state from white owners to non-white recipients?

**180 Question**

Is the Government of South Africa speeding up its initiatives to acquire land rights from white owners for redistribution because of the narrative of white genocide within their agricultural sector?